Unary multiple equality sets are equality sets of finite sets of homomorphisms, which map into the free monoids over single letter alphabets. These languages can equally well be defined by rational matrices. Unary multiple equality sets have extraordinary language theoretic properties. They coincide with the commutative multiple equality sets, each unary multiple equality set is precisely classified by the rank of its defining matrices, and all fundamental decision questions are polynomially decidable. The least trio containing all unary multiple equality sets equals the class of languages accepted by blind multicounter machines and by simple multihead ~nite automata. Finally crossing-free unary multiple equality sets are introduced, which vary from unary multiple equality sets in a similar way as the one-sided Dyck set varies from the two-sided Dyck set.
INTRODUCTION
The Post Correspondence Problem, considered first by Post (1946) , is one of the fundamental undecidable problems in formal language theory (see, e.g., Harrison, 1978) . Each instance of the Post Correspondence Problem (PCP for short) can elegantly be defined by an equality set of two homomorphisms, and conversely, each equality set is an instance of PCP. To be precise, let g and h be homomorphisms on 22* with 22= {1 ..... n}. PCP with lists (u 1 ..... un) and (v I ..... vn) is to determine whether there exists a nonempty string wC22" such that g(w)=h(w), where g(i)=ui and h(i) = v i, respectively. The equality set of g and h is the set of all strings w E 22*, which satisfy the equation g(w) = h(w), i.e., the set of solutions of PCP.
Equality sets of homomorphisms have been the object of an active research during the past few years. They have been used as a nice tool, e.g., for simple representations of the recursively enumerable sets and of various complexity classes including NP and PSPACE (see, e.g., Book and Brandenburg, 1980) , and for positive solutions of certain decision problems, such as DOL equivalence (Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg, 1978) . Basic language theoretic properties of equality sets have been studied by Brandenburg (1980) , Rozenberg, (1979, 1980) , and Salomaa (1978) . These 199 investigations have considerably improved our understanding of the power of equality sets and of PCPs. Besides the general Post Correspondence Problem, which is undecidable, there exist some variations and restrictions with a solvable correspondence problem. See, e.g., Ehrenfeucht et al. (1982) , Greibach (1975) , Kim (1976), and Karhum~ki (1980) . A simple restriction is the unary case, which is known from the folklore and is often used as an exercise. Here the strings u~ and v i are defined over a single letter alphabet. Equivalently, the correspondence is restricted to the length of the strings. In terms of equality sets we thus consider homomorphisms, which map into /at*, where a is a letter, such that g(i) = a luil and h(i) = a Ivit, respectively. The set of solutions L of an instance of the unary PCP, i.e., the equality set of g and h, can be accepted by a deterministic one-counter machine, which starts and ends with a zero counter, and which adds l u i l -l v i t to its counter on an input i C (1 ..... n/. Hence, L is a (special) context-free language, whose emptiness problem (modulo the empty string) is solvable. This is a solution for the unary PCP.
In this paper we consider generalized unary PCPs consisting of many lists of strings over single letter alphabets. Thus we study unary multiple equality sets, which are equality sets of finite sets of unary homomorphisms. We focus on basic language theoretic properties, such as hardest sets, hierarchies, least trios, related machines, and decision problems, following similar discussions on multiple equality sets in Brandenburg (1980) . Thus our investigations contribute to a systematic study of equality sets, which was asked by Rozenberg (1979, 1980) and by Salomaa (1978) .
In a natural way each equality set of n unary homomorphisms over a domain with m letters can be interpreted as the language of a rational n X m matrix, and vice versa. Now linear algebra and linear programming comes into the play. The most important notion from this approach is the rank of a unary multiple equality set, which (under mild restrictions) equals the rank of any defining matrix. If r a n k ( L ) = n, then n unary homomorphisms are necessary and sufficient to define a language L as a unary multiple equality set. Thus we can classify unary multiple equality sets by their rank, which can effectively be computed in polynomial time. We obtain an infinite hierarchy of classes of unary multiple equality sets, which require each an increasing number of homomorphisms and growing alphabets. The hierarchy is induced by the languages m-Dyck, which are natural extensions of the two-sided Dyck set. m-Dyck is defined by the unit matrix of dimension m and is hardest for its class. Hence, it is polynomially decidable whether a unary multiple equality set belongs to the mth subclass of the infinite hierarchy of unary multiple equality sets. This is an extraordinary decidability property. Furthermore, it is polynomially decidable whether a unary multiple equality set L is context-free or regular. This follows from the fact that L is context-free (regular) if and only if rank(L)~2 (rank (L) ~< 1).
For every n the class of unary n-fold equality sets equals the class of commutative n-fold equality sets. Thus the commutativity on the local level of the homomorphic images of all letters induces the commutativity on the global level of the defined languages, and vice versa. This observation provides us with a new and simplified proof of the infinity of the hierarchy of multiple equality sets. Furthermore, we may restrict ourselves to nonerasing homomorphisms, and we may allow intersections, and still we get the full class of unary multiple equality sets. These properties contrast the general case of multiple equality sets in Brandenburg (1980) .
For the class of unary multiple equality sets all fundamental decision problems, such as membership, emptiness, finiteness, equivalence, containment, disjointness, and smallest alphabet are polynomially decidable. This is a consequence of the polynomial solvability of these problems for deterministic reversal-bounded multicounter machines from Gurari and Ibarra (1981) , which can recognize all unary multiple equality sets. Some of these results also follow from Ha6ijan's results on linear programming (Ha6ijan, 1979) . Thus unary multiple equality sets have excellent decidability properties.
Unary multiple equality sets embed some capabilities to count, in the same way as equality sets of arbitrary homomorphisms embed some mechanisms to compare strings in a first-in, first-out manner. This becomes apparent, when trios and machines are considered. It is shown that the smallest trio containing all unary multiple equality sets is equal to the class of languages accepted by blind multicounter machines (Greibach, 1978) , or by reversalbounded multicounter machines (Greibach, 1978, and Ibarra, 1978) , or by simple multihead finite automata (Ibarra et al., 1976 , and Inoue et al., 1979 , or by simple Post machines. Blind multicounter machines cannot check whether their counters are positive, zero, or negative, and the attribute simple means that all but one heads are counting heads. The equivalence of all these devices shows that some results, such as infinite hierarchies based on the number of tapes or heads, have been proved repeatedly in the literature. Hence, our investigations combine these independent approaches.
Finally, we introduce crossing-free unary multiple equality sets. These differ from unary multiple equality sets in the same way as the one-sided Dyck sets differ from the two-sided Dyck sets, that is, their elements have an additional "greater or equal" or "left-to-right" structure. Many properties of crossing-free unary multiple equality sets resemble those of unary multiple equality sets, such as hardest sets, the roles of erasing and intersection, and related machines. However, they behave differently under inverse homomorphism, since, surprisingly, crossing-free unary multiple equality sets are not closed under inverse homomorphism. The crossing-freeness enormously increases the complexity of certain decision problems. For example, the emptiness problem for languages obtained by the intersection of a crossing-free unary multiple equality set and a regular set is equivalent to the reachability problem for vector addition systems or Petri nets, which is exponential space hard, whereas the corresponding problem for (ordinary) unary multiple equality sets is solvable in polynomial time.
UNARY MULTIPLE EQUALITY SETS
In this section unary multiple equality sets are introduced. We investigate certain combinatorial and language theoretic properties, such as the role of erasing homomorphisms, intersections of languages, and hardest sets, some of which hold accordingly for multiple equality sets, while others contrast the general case. Moreover, it is shown that every commutative equality set is a unary multiple equality set, and vice versa.
We assume familiarity with the basic notions from formal language theory. See, e.g., Harrison (1978) . Throughout this paper let Z = {al, a2,..., am} be an alphabet. A language L is a subset of 27*. For every language L and every letter a, a is useful for L, if it occurs in at least one string of L. The set of all useful letters of L is called the smallest alphabet for L. For every string w E 27* and every letter a let #(a, w) denote the number of occurrences of a in w. The length of a string w is denoted by Iwl. A homomorphism h (between free monoids) is a mapping from 27* into A* such that h(xy)= h(x)h(y) for all x, y ~ 27*. A homomorphism h is nonerasing, if h(a) 4= A for every a E 27, where A denotes the empty string, h is called a unary homomorphism, if h maps Z* into {a} *, where a is a letter.
DEFINITION. Let hl,h 2 ..... h n with n>~2 be homomorphisms from 27* into A*. Define the equality set of hl,h 2 ..... h n by Eq(hl,h 2 ..... hn)--{w C Z* I h,(w) = h2(w ) ..... h,(w)}. A language L = Eq(h 1 , h 2,..., h~) is called an n-fold equality set. If L = Eq(hl, h2), then L is called an equality set, and if L = Eq(h I , h 2 ..... hn) for some n >/1, then L is called a multiple equality set, where for each homomorphism h with domain Z* we define Eq(h) = Z*.
Equality sets have been the object of an intensive study during he past few years. See, e.g., Culik (1980) and Salomaa (1980) for an overview. Using standard coding techniques it can be shown that every multiple equality set can be defined by homomorphisms, which map into the monoids over binary alphabets. Here we go one step further and consider homomorphisms, which map into the monoids over single letter alphabets. Thus only the length of strings is relevant. A single result on unary equality sets has been proved by Salomaa (1978) , and some examples have appeared in Engelfriet and Rozenberg (1979) . Our systematic study of unary multiple equality sets covers these results.
DEFINITION. Let h i , h 2 ..... h n be unary homomorphisms from 27* into {a}*. The equality set of hi, h2 ..... h n is called a unary n-fold equality set. Unary equality sets and unary multiple equality sets are defined accordingly. The class of all unary n-fold equality sets (unary multiple equality sets) is denoted by n-UEQ (multi-UEQ).
Obviously, all combinatorial properties shown for multiple equality sets in Brandenburg (1980) , Rozenberg (1979, 1980) , and Salomaa (1978) hold for unary multiple equality sets. In particular, every multiple equality set L contains the empty string, and if x, y C L, then xy ~ L. Hence, every multiple equality set is a star event, and {A} is the only finite multiple equality set. Furthermore, multiple equality sets are independent of the order and of repetitions of the homomorphisms, i.e., Eq(hl, h2,..., hn) = Eq(h~ m, h~(2) ..... h~n)) = Eq (hl, hi, h2 ..... hn) , where 7r is a permutation on {1 ..... n}. For the special case of unary multiple equality sets also the letters are independent of the order in which they occur in the strings.
A language L is called commutative, if xy C L implies yx C L. Thus ala2 ... a n C L implies a~(1)a~(2) ... a,~(n ) C L for every permutation n on the letters. Commutative languages have been studied, e.g., by Latteux (1977) .
Two strings x and y are said to commute, if x y = yx. From results in Harrison (1978, pp. 7-9) we obtain the following characterizations, x and y commute if and only if there is a nonempty string z of minimal length, such that x = z p and y = z q for some p, q/> 0 if and only if x --A or y = A or x and y have powers x r and yS with a common prefix of length I x l + l y l -g c d ( t x l , lyl) , where gcd means the greatest common divisor. Hence, the commutativity of nonempty strings is transitive, and thus an equivalence relation on Z+. THEOREM 2.1. For an nfold equality set L the following are equivalent:
(ii) L is a unary n-fold equality set. Since h i 4: hj for some i-~j there exists a E 2~ such that hi(a ) 4: hi(a). Then hi(a ) = u k and h i(a ) = u l for some nonempty string u and k 4: l, say, k < l. Hence (with a = am) hi (aJ' ... hi(ar); = uP(t-k) hj(a2) I, "'" hi(at) p, and hi(a2) commutes with u and thus with all homomorphic images of a 1. Since L is commutative, the roles of a 2 and a o can be interchanged, so that u commutes with hi(aq) for every ag E 2;. Since hi(w ) = hi(w), there exists b @ S such that Ihi(b) [ >.lhj(b) Then Eq(h 1, hz,..., hn) = Eq(h' 1, h~,..., h~), and L is an n-fold unary equality set. II Theorem 2.1 shows that in the framework of multiple equality sets the commutativity on the local level of the homomorphic images of the letters induces the commutativity on the global level of the defined languages, and vice versa. It also provides us with examples of equality sets which are not unary multiple equality sets, such as {ab}* (see Engelfriet and Rozenberg, 1979) , and simplifies some proofs which show that certain languages are not multiple equality sets.
The important role that erasing plays in defining languages by the equality mechanism on homomorphisms has been pointed out at several places. Book and Brandenburg (1980) , Brandenburg (1980) , and Engelfriet and Rozenberg (1979) have shown by different examples that nonerasing homomorphisms are strictly weaker then arbitrary homomorphisms, when multiple equality sets are defined. For unary multiple equality sets erasing is not important, and may or may not be used. Note that 2-DYCK and O1 represent the two-sided Dyck set over one pair of letters (see Harrison, 1978) , and m-DYCK and 0 m are canonical generalizations, m-DYCK can be obtained from the language n n n tt {ala 2 ... a m In/>0} by merging substrings from the different blocks aj., as defined in Brandenburg (1980) , and by the commutative closure of the regular set {ala 2... am}*, as defined in Latteux (1977) . 0 m is the mdimensional origin-crossing language from , and can be obtained by appropriate shuffles of 2-DYCK. See Latteux (1977) . Thus m-DYCK and Om-1 can express each other via inverse homomorphisms. This fact is generalized by the following theorem. The proof follows the constructions for multiple equality sets in Brandenburg (1980) and in Engelfriet and Rozenberg (1979) , and is omitted here. 
. For every n >/2 and every language L, L is a unary nfoM equality set if and only if L equals the intersection of n --1 unary (twofold) equality sets.
Proof. Eq(hl, h 2 ..... hn) = nl.<<i<n Eq(hi, h;+,) = n l < ; . j < . Eq(hi, hg), which proves the "only-if direction". For unary homomorphisms f and g define the sum of f and Note that a similar result does not hold for multiple equality sets. It has been shown in Brandenburg (1980) that there are languages, which can be defined by the intersection of two equality sets, and which are not multiple equality sets.
It has been pointed out by the referee that the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be extended to include intersections of equality sets. Thus if L is commutative and L = n i Eq(hi, h~) is a finite intersection of equality sets, then h i and hi commute on all useful letters of L. Then L = n i Eq(gi, g[), where gi and g[ are unary homomorphisms obtained from h i and hi in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, such that Eq(gi, g~) = Eq(hi, h~) N27", where 27 is the smallest alphabet for L. From Theorem 3.6 we can conclude that the language n-DYCK is not a ( n -3)-fold intersection of equality sets, as claimed by Engelfriet and Rozenberg (1979) .
In a very natural way unary multiple equality sets can be associated with the sets of nonnegative integral solutions of systems of linear equations. Accordingly, the languages of rational matrices are defined, which provide a new characterization of all unary multiple equality sets. Now linear algebra and linear programming comes into the play. The most important notion from this approach is the rank of a unary multiple equality set.
Consider a unary homomorphism h on {a 1 ..... am}*. Then h is uniquely determined by an m-tuple of nonnegative integers (e 1 ..... era) with e i = ]h(aj)] or h(aj) = aCz This leads to the following definition.
DEFINITION. Let 27= {al, a2 ..... aml and let h I, h 2 ..... h n be unary homomorphisms from 27* into {a}*. Let C be a n X m matrix with entries eij --I hi(aj)l with i = 1 ..... n and j = 1,..., m. Thus each row of C corresponds to a homomorphism and each column corresponds to the images of a letter under the homomorphisms. Then C is called the matrix of the equality set of hi, h2,..., hn.
Conversely, every n × m matrix C with rational entries defines a unary nfold equality set.
DEFINITION. Let C be a n × m matrix with rational entries cid, and let (C, 1) be the n × (m + 1) matrix obtained from C by attaching the column vector 1 --(1 ..... 1).
Let S(C)= {x] (C, 1)(2)=0, x= (xl ..... Xm) , each x i is a nonnegative integer and p is a rational number }. 
. xm) ~ S(C)I.
For every matrix C the set S(C) contains all nonnegative integral solutions of the set of systems of linear equations Cx = p, where p is an nvector with identical components p, and p is a rational number. For a fixed p the system Cx = p is an instance of an integer programming problem, which is known to be NP complete (see Garey and Johnson, 1979) . However, p varies over all rationals. Hence, Obviously, if C is a n X m matrix of nonnegative integers el j, then C can be seen as the matrix of the equality set of n unary homomorphisms h I ..... h~ with [hi(aj) I = cid and L ( C ) = Eq(hl, h 2 ..... h,). Transforming all entries to nonnegative integers, such a normal form can be obtained from every matrix C.
DEFINITION. Two rational matrices C and D are called equivalent, if L(C) = L(D) (or equivalently, S ( C ) = S(D)).
The following manipulations on matrices preserve equivalence. Proof. For (i) note that x is a solution of (C, 1)(p) = 0 if and only if x is a solution of (qC, 1)(pq) = 0. I f D is obtained from C by the addition o f q to all elements in the jth row, then (C, 1 ) ( p ) = 0 if and only if (D, 1 ) (~) = 0, where r = p + qxj. This proves (ii). Finally, (iii) preserves the set of solutions of each system of linear equations (see Kowalski, 1967 Thus we may freely specify unary multiple equality sets by unary homomorphisms or by rational matrices. Furthermore, we can restrict ourselves to positive matrices whose entries are positive integers or rationals. The reason for this restriction are matrices such as (0 ° ~) or (_01 01), which do not have the proper rank.
DEFINITION. For every unary multiple equality set L define the rank of L by rank(L)= min{rank(C)I L = L(C) and C is a positive matrix}.
The rank of a unary multiple equality set can be computed from any of its defining matrices without useless columns. Here dim (= dimension) is the number of linearly independent vectors which span (the subspace containing) the convex set {x t Cx = 1, x >7 0} and the subspace {x I Cx = 0}, respectively. From linear algebra we obtain that rank(C)= m-dim{xlCx = 0}, and similarly for D.
Since {x] Cx = 1, x >1 O} = {x l Dx = 1, x >/O} it follows that rank(C) = rank(D), and thus rank(C)= rank(L). II Note that it is essential that each letter of Z is a useful letter of L. Consider, e.g., 1 and C1= 0 1
The following theorem is the main result of this section and the key to the classification of unary multiple equality sets. The rank of unary multiple equality sets, and in particular the languages m-DYCK, induce an infinite hierarchy of (intersections of) unary m-fold equality sets. By Theorem 2.1 and the remarks at the end of Section 2 there are infinite hierarchies of m-fold equality sets and of intersections of equality sets, as stated in Brandenburg (1980) and Engelfriet and Rozenberg (1979) . In particular, m-DYCK is not an (m-1)-fold equality set and not an (m -3)-fold intersection of equality sets.
COROLLARY 3.7. There is an infinite hierarchy of classes of unary mfold equality sets.
Another proof for the infinite hierarchy of unary multiple equality sets can be obtained from results by and by Latteux (1977) . Their results are even stronger showing that m-DYCK is not contained in the least AFL generated by (m-1)-DYCK (see Section 5, and Ginsburg, 1975 for unexplained notions).
Remark 1. The rank of a unary multiple equality set L can effectively be computed in polynomial time (in the length of the given specification of L). This follows from the fact that the smallest alphabet for L and the rank of a matrix can be computed in polynomial time (see Section 4). Hence, every multiple equality set L can exactly be classified in the infinite hierarchy of classes of unary m-fold equality sets, i.e., one can determine the least m such that L is in m-UEQ. In other terms, the hierarchy of classes of unary m-fold equality sets is polynomiaIly decidable.
Another application of the rank of unary multiple equality sets is the following: THEOREM 3.8. If 27 is an alphabet with m symbols and L ~_ 27*, then
Proof. Let L = Eq(hl, h 2 ..... hn)=L(C), where C is the matrix of the equality set of hi, h 2 ..... h n. C is an n × m matrix and rank(C) ~< m, which implies L E m-UEQ by Theorem 3.4. II Hence, the infinite hierarchy of unary multiple equality sets depends on both: the number of homomorphisms and the size of the alphabets of the languages. Thus if more and more unary homomorphisms are used to define unary multiple equality sets, then new languages can be obtained only if at least as many symbols as homomorphisms are available. In particular, unary multiple equality sets over single letter alphabets 2; are in 1-UEQ and thus are of the form A* for some A ~_ 27, and unary multiple equality sets over binary alphabets are in 2-UEQ and thus are deterministic one-counter languages, as shown by Salomaa (1978) .
Let REG denote the family of regular sets, and let CFL denote the family of context-free languages. Then we obtain the following "gap theorems." (ii) multi-UEQ N CFL--2-UEQ.
Proof. We shall prove only (ii); (i) is similar. Every unary 2-fold equality set can be recognized by a deterministic one-way one-counter machine. Thus 2-UEQ _~ CFL, and 2-UEQ ___ CFL ~ multi-UEQ.
Conversely, suppose L C n-UEQ for some n/> 3. Let L = L(C) for some positive n × m matrix C with rank(C) = n, and assume that L c S*, where 2; : {al,... , am} , and every symbol b C S occurs in some word of L. Then there exists a nonnegative solution x = (x I ..... Xm) of CX = 1 with x i > 0 for each i with 1 ~<i<~m. From the Fundamental Theorem of Linear Programming (see Vogel, 1970) we obtain that Cx= 1 has basic feasible solutions x = (xl ..... xm), each x s >~ 0 and x~ > 0 for some i. Thus there exist n linearly independent columns of C (a basis) such that the coefficients of x not corresponding to these columns are 0 (and coefficients of x corresponding to the basis may be 0, too. Then the basic feasible solution is degenerated). For convenience, assume that the first t columns Cl, c2,..., ct of C are linearly independent, Cx--1, xj > 0 for 1 ~<j~ t, and xj.=O for t < j~< m and some t ~< m. Harrison, 1978) .
If t < 3 for all basic feasible solutions, then there exist n )3 linearly independent columns of C, which for convenience are c 1, c2, e3, such that xlc ~ +x2c 2 = 1 with xl,x z > 0, and a column cj ofC withj ~i {1, 2, 3}, such that x 3 c 3 + x 4 cj = 1 for some x 3, x4 > 0, and c 3, ej are linearly independent. means an equality set Eq(hl, h2), where h~ and h 2 map i E {1 ..... m} to u i and v i, respectively. Conversely, each equality set is an instance of PCP. Thus unary equality sets are instances of restricted PCPs, which in the multiple version are generalized to many lists of strings over single letter alphabets. For unary multiple equality sets all fundamental questions turn out to be polynomially decidable, i.e., in polynomial time.
Let S be a class of languages. The emptiness, finiteness, equivalence, containment, disjointness, and smallest alphabet problems are the problems of deciding for arbitrary languages L~ and L 2 in _~ whether L~ = 0, L1 is finite, L ~ = L2, L 1 ___ L2, L 1 (-~ L2 = O, and L 1 ~ z~, respectively, where Z is the smallest alphabet of L~.
If f is the class of multiple equality sets, then the emptiness and disjointness problems are trivial. From A @ L for every L in f we have L4:O and LI~L2v~O.
For the class of multiple equality sets let L -{A } = O and L 1 N L 2 -{A } = O denote the emptiness and disjointness problems. Also note that the emptiness and the finiteness problems are equivalent, since {A} is the only finite multiple equality set.
Let us first attack the decidability of some decision problems using the representations of unary multiple equality sets by matrices. For further decidability results we apply new methods and introduce machines, which recognize all unary multiple equality sets. We shall not give detailed descriptions of these devices and refer to the cited papers. In this section we restrict our attention to deterministic machines. Nondeterministic machines will be investigated in the next section. All machines under consideration have left and right boundary markers for the inputs. They accept an input string, when all heads on the input tape scan the right boundary marker, the finite state control reaches a designated final state, and all storage tapes are empty.
First we shall be concerned with one-way multihead finite automata, which have frequently been studied in the literature. Studying these devices one must strictly pay attention to some details of the machine models, and in particular, to the capabilities of the heads to process information. In general, the heads are read-only and move from left to right under the finite state control (see Harrison and Ibarra, 1968 , Rosenberg, 1966 , and Yao and Rivest, 1978 . Sometimes the heads may write on the tape (see Brandenburg, 1981, and Sudborough, 1976) , sometimes the heads sense the presence of other heads on the same position (see Brandenburg, 1981 , Ibarra, 1974 , and Inoue et al., 1979 , and sometimes the reading capabilities of the heads are limited, such that only one head can distinguish the symbols from the input alphabet £', while the other heads can only detect whether they are still on symbols from Z' or whether they have reached the right boundary marker. These devices are called one-way simple multiheadfinite automata, and have been studied by Ibarra et al. (1974 Ibarra et al. ( , 1976a Ibarra et al. ( , 1976b and Inoue et al. (1979) .
Let us now turn to multicounter machines. While unrestricted two-counter machines accept all recursively enumerable sets, we consider restrictions on the permissable actions of multicounter machines, namely, to be blind, partially blind, or reversal-bounded. Each counter of a multicounter machine can hold an integer, and in each move, i, 0, or --1 is added to the contents of a counter. In general, counters can test whether their contents are zero (see Baker and Book, 1974 , Fischer etal. 1968 , Greibach, 1978 , and Ibarra, 1978 . If a counter is not able to determine whether its contents are positive, zero, or negative, then it is blind, and a multicounter machine is called blind, if all its counters are blind. Notice that blind multicounter machines accept by zero counters, which means a final test for zero.
Finally, we define reversal-bounded (or finite turn) machines (see Book and Baker, 1974 , Greibach, 1978 , Gurari and Ibarra, 1981 , and Ibarra, 1978 . In general, a reversal-bounded tape has a bound on the number its heads can change direction. For convenience we shall assume that a reversalbounded counter has the bound one; i.e., first it increases its contents and then it decreases it (and empties the counter for acceptance). This assumption is justified by results in Baker and Book (1974) and in Gurari and Ibarra (1981) .
These machines have been defined because of the following fact.
THEOREM 4.3. Let L be a unary n-fold equality set. Then L can be recognized by each of the following machines (which can be constructed in polynomial time in the length of the n homomorphisms, which specify L ).
(i) A deterministic one-way simple (n + 1)-head finite automaton.
(ii) A deterministic two-way reversal-bounded 2-head finite automaton, where each head makes 2n -3 reversals.
(iii) A deterministic one-way blind multicounter machine with n-1 counters.
(iv) A deterministic one-way reversal-bounded multicounter machine with n counters each making one reversal.
(v) A deterministic two-way reversal-bounded multicounter machine with one counter, where the input head and the counter make at most 2n -3 reversals.
Proof For each of these machines, if a language L is recognizable and h is a homomorphism, then h-l(L) is recognizable. By Theorem2.2 it thus remains to show that n-DYCK is recognizable, which is easy to see. il
Note that each of these machines operates in linear time (or enters a loop), and deterministic one-way blind multicounter machines can be made to accept unary multiple equality sets in real time.
In terms of Turing machine complexity (see Harrison, 1978) a straightforward construction or a simulation of any of the machines from Theorem 4.3 induces the following result. THEOREM 4.4. Every unary multiple equality set can be recognized by some deterministic on-line multitape Turing machine which operates in linear time and uses log n space.
From the complexity point of view unary multiple equality sets are very simple, since they can be recognized simultaneously in linear time and on logarithmic space. Moreover all fundamental decision problems are tractable, i.e., solvable in polynomial time. This follows from more general results on reversal-bounded multicounter machines in Gurari and Ibarra (1981) , which are summarized below.
PROPOSITION 4.5. For deterministic one-way reversal-bounded multicounter machines with n counters each making at most m reversals, the emptiness, disjointness, equivalence, and containment problems are decidable in polynomial time (in the length of the representation of the machines).
The class of languages recognized by deterministic one-way reversalbounded multicounter machines is closed under inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. By Theorem 4.3(iv) it contains every unary multiple equality set. Thus the decidability results from Proposition 4.5 hold for all languages in the closure of multi-UEQ under inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. THEOREM 4.6. For unary multiple equality sets the following problems are decidable in polynomial time: emptiness, finiteness, equivalence, containment, and disjointness.
THEOREM 4.7. I f L is a unary multiple equality set and R is a regular set, then it is polynomially decidable whether L N R = 0, L = R, L ~ R, or R~L .
THEOREM 4.8. For unary multiple equality sets the smallest alphabet problem is polynomially decidable.
Proof. Let L = E q ( h l , h 2 ..... h n ) g Z * , where Z'* is the domain of the homomorphisms. For each a C2:, a is useful for L if and only if L N {a}. 2?*4: ~, which is polynomially decidable by Theorem 4.7. Hence, the smallest alphabet for L can be found in polynomial time in the length of the representation of the homomorphisms. II Similar decidability results are obtained for other classes of restricted multiple equality sets. Recall that the emptiness problem is undecidable for (unrestricted) multiple equality sets. Thus the finiteness, equivalence, containment, disjointness, and smallest alphabet problems are undecidable, too, since they are reducible to the emptiness problem. THEOREM 4.9. For the class of commutative multiple equality sets, the emptiness, finiteness, disjointness, equivalence, containment, and smallest alphabet problems are polynomially decidable.
Proof By Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 4.6 it suffices to solve the smallest alphabet problem. Let L = Eq(h I , h 2 ..... hn) ~ S*, where S* is the domain of the homomorphisms. By Theorem 2.1, L ___ zl*, where A _ Z' is the set of all letters such that either the homomorphisms h 1 ..... h n are equal on A or all homomorphic images commute. It is polynomially decidable which of these cases holds. In the first case, A is the smallest alphabet for L and L = A *. In the latter case there are unary homomorphisms h'~,h; ..... h" with L = Eq(h~, h; ..... h'), which can be constructed in polynomial time from h 1,..., h, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Now the smallest alphabet for L can be determined by Theorem 4.8. Hence, all stated questions are polynomially decidable by Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7. II Note that it is undecidable whether or not a multiple equality set L is commutative; otherwise the emptiness problem for multiple equality sets were decidable. For if L is not commutative, then L 4: {A }, and if L is commutative, then L is (effectively) a unary multiple equality set whose emptiness (modulo A) is decidable.
Next suppose that only one of the homomorphisms defining a multiple equality set is commutative, i. Theorem 4.11 generalizes a result by Karhumiki and Simon (1979) , who have considered the emptiness problem for equality sets of two homomorphisms, one of which is periodic, and it establishes polynomial time bounds.
e., h(a)h(b)= h(b)h(a)
By Corollary 4.8 there is an algorithm to determine the smallest alphabet for each unary multiple equality set L. Using Gaussian elimination and Theorem 3.3 we can thus compute the rank of L. Hence, by Corollary 3.5, each unary multiple equality set can be put into its proper place in the hierarchy of classes of unary m-fold equality sets. All these tasks can be done in polynomial time in the length of the representation of the homomorphisms, which define L. These are outstanding decision properties. Furthermore, by Theorem 3.9 it is polynomially decidable, whether a unary multiple equality set is context-free or regular. As far as we know this property must only be shared with the DOL languages (see Salomaa, 1975) .
Thus we can summarize as a result.
THEOREM 4.12. Let L be a unary multiple equality set. following are polynomialIy decidable:
(iii) Is L a regular set?
Then the

SIMPLE MULTIHEAD AND BLIND MULTICOUNTER MACHINES
Recall that {A} is the only finite unary multiple equality set. This fact hinders a proper classification of the class of unary multiple equality sets in traditional hierarchies of formal languages, and it conceals the language generating power of the equality mechanism of unary homomorphisms. Thus it is appropriate to study the least trio containing all unary multiple equality sets, and in doing so we meet an "old friend" from formal language theory.
A trio (AFL) is a family of languages containing a nonempty language and closed under inverse homomorphism, nonerasing homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets (and union, product, and Kleene star). A full trio (AFL) is a trio (AFL) closed under arbitrary homomorphism. For a class of languages S, ~¢'(f), J((d), and ~/n(S) denote the least trio, full trio, and intersection closed trio containing Y, respectively. If S = {L} we write, e.g., ~'(L) for ,///({L }), and we say that ~Xf(L) is a principal trio with generator L. Similar notions apply to Jz~(L) and ~'c~(L).
All trios considered in this paper are closed under union. Thus J/(S) may equivalently denote the least semiAFL containing f.
From AFL theory (see Ginsburg, 1975) , Theorem 2.2, Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 2 in Latteux (1977) we obtain the following algebraic characterization of the least trio containing all unary multiple equality sets.
We shall now be concerned with characterizations of JZ/(mutti-UEQ) in terms of machines. To this effect we need some more definitions.
A simple multihead Post tape is an infinite tape containing blanks, which is scanned from left to right by some finite number of heads. Initially all heads scan the same square. The actions on the tape may be terminated by an endmarker $, which may be written by any head. This will be the only writing action on the tape. For acceptance all heads must scan the single $ on the tape. A simple multihead Post machine M is a nondeterministic acceptor with a one-way one head input tape, a finite state control, and a simple multihead Post tape as a work tape. Notice that M does not know which of its heads on the simple multihead Post tape writes the endmarker $, and the heads on the work tape may freely cross each other unnoticed by M.
We are now ready to relate unary multiple equality sets to various types of machines.
For a language L the following are equivalent, is in ,~'(multi-UEQ). is in ~(multi-UEQ). is accepted by a simple multihead Post machine (that operates (iv) L is accepted by a nondeterministic one-way blind multicounter machine (that operates in real time). (v) L is accepted by a nondeterministic two-way reversal-bounded multicounter machine, where the input head and the counters are reversalbounded (that operates in real time).
(vi) L is accepted by a nondeterministic one-way simple multihead finite automaton.
Proof It has been shown by Greibach (1978) that it makes no difference for the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic one-way blind multicounter machines whether they operate in real time or without any time bounds. Thus all time bounds (given in parenthesis) turn out to be irrelevant.
The equivalence of (i), (ii), and (iv) follows from Theorem 5.1 and from the fact that nondeterministic one-way blind multicounter machines precisely accept all languages in ~/n(2-DYCK) and ~-2n(2-DYCK), as shown by Greibach (1978) . Ibarra (1978) and Gurari and Ibarra (1981) prove that nondeterministic two-way reversal-bounded multicounter machines can be simulated by according devices, where the input head makes no reversals. The equivalence of (iv) and (v) then follows from results in Greibach (1978) , where it has been shown that nondeterministic one-way blind multicounter machines and nondeterministic one-way reversal-bounded multicounter machines accept the same class of languages. Standard techniques from AFL theory can be used to show the equivalence of (i) and (iii). Finally, simple multihead Post machines, which operate in real time, can be simulated by nondeterministic one-way simple multihead finite automata, which in turn can be simulated by simple Post machines operating in real time. See Brandenburg (1981) for similar constructions. Thus (iii) and (vi) are equivalent, and the proof is complete. II For more properties and characterizations of the least trio containing all unary multiple equality sets we collect some results obtained for this class of languages, e.g., in Baker and Book (1974) , Greibach (1978) , Gurari and Ibarra (1981) , Ibarra (1978) , Ibarra etal. (1976) , Inoue et al. (1979), and Latteux (1977) .
For convenience let L/=~'(multi-UEQ). Then t is closed under intersection, union and product, but t is not closed under Kleene star. The least full AFL containing t is the class of recursively enumerable sets. Y is not a principal trio, since it is the limit of an infinite hierarchy of principal trios, whose generators are m-DYCK, However, f is principal as an intersection closed trio with, e.g., 2-DYCK, O1, or {anb"[n~O} as generators. Furthermore, L/ equals the least trio containing the commutative closure of all regular sets. Some languages that are not contained in S are { a" b n In >~ 0}*, { wcw R I w C { a, b}*}, { wcw I w C { a, b}*}, and the one-sided Dyck set. Let q/denote the Parikh mapping. Then L @ S implies that ~,(L) is a semilinear set, whose generators can be found effectively. This implies that the emptiness, finiteness, and disjointness problems are decidable for S. However, the universe (L = 2;*), containment, and equivalence problems are undecidable. Recall that these problems are polynomially decidable for multi-UEQ.
CROSSING-FREE EQUALITY SETS
The topic of this section are crossing-free unary multiple equality sets. These differ from unary multiple equality sets in the same way as the onesided Dyck sets differ from the two-sided Dyck sets. We investigate basic language theoretic properties of crossing-free unary multiple equality sets in parallel with our studies of unary multiple equality sets. The concept of crossing-free equality sets also applies to unary multiple equality sets, and we denote the class of crossing free unary nfold (multiple) equality sets by n-CFUEQ (multi-CFUEQ).
Hence, if w E cfEq(h 1, h 2 ..... hn), then the homomorphisms match on w, i.e., w C Eq(h 1 , h 2 ..... hn). Additionally, the lengths of the homomorphic images satisfy a "greater or equal" relation or a "left-to-right" ordering on all prefixes of w. Thus the relationship between equality sets and crossingfree equality sets resembles that between the two-sided and the one-sided Dyck sets.
Note that many examples of equality sets in the literature are crossing-free equality sets. In particular, they have been used to model computations of Turing machines (see Book and Brandenburg, 1980) and derivations of phrase structure grammars (see Salomaa, 1978, and Rozenberg, 1979) . Explicit crossing-free k-fold equality sets are the languages k-FIFO in Brandenburg (1980) .
It is easy to see that the crossing-free variants adopt certain combinatorial properties from ordinary multiple equality sets. For example, every crossingfree multiple equality set L contains the empty string, and L is a star event. Furthermore, erasing is not important for crossing-free unary multiple equality sets, and one easily proves a result that parallels Theorem 2.2. However, t h e order of the homomorphisms is important for cfEq(h 1, h 2 ..... h~), and in general crossing-free unary multiple equality sets are not commutative. Conversely, the one-sided Dyck set 2--D is not contained in the least AFL containing all commutative languages, as shown in Latteux (1977) . Hence, 2-D is not in (the least AFL containing) multi-UEQ. II
We shall now turn to some machines which fit to the least trio containing all crossing-free unary multiple equality sets. The machines resemble those introduced in Section 4 and 5 for unary multiple equality sets. Additionally, they are equipped with a blocking mechanism to guarantee the crossingfreeness.
Recall the notions of nondeterministic blind rnulticounter machines, oneway simple multihead finite automata, and simple multihead Post machines from Sections 4 and 5. A multicounter machine is called partially blind, if it is blind and it blocks, whenever the contents of a counter becomes negative. It accepts by zero counters. A simple multihead Post machine (simple multihead finite automaton) M is called crossing-free, if it blocks, whenever two heads cross each other. Note that in advance M is not aware of the fact that it shall block and M cannot prevent a blocking.
A machine M is called a sensing simple multihead Post machine (sensing simple multiheadfinite automaton), if the heads can sense the presence of other heads on the same position. We may assume that machines with sensing capabilities are crossing-free, since these devices can be made to switch the roles of any two heads which attempt to cross over each other. One-way nondeterministic partially blind multicounter machines have been introduced in Greibach (1978) , and sensing simple multihead finite automata have been studied in Inoue et al. (1979) .
Next, we examine how these machines are related to crossing-free unary multiple equality sets, and we use results on these machines to prove more properties of crossing-free unary multiple equality sets. Proof By standard techniques from AFL theory and Theorem 6.1 (i) the equivalence of (i), (iii), (v) and of (ii), (iv), (vi) can be shown. In fact, (iv) ~ (vi) appears in Greibach (1978) . From Theorem 6.2 we obtain that (i) implies (ii). Thus, only ( It has been shown in Greibach (1978) and in Jantzen (1979) For a better understanding of the least trio containing all crossing-free unary multiple equality sets we recall some results from the literature. It has been shown in Greibach (1978) that nondeterministic one-way blind multicounter machines are strictly weaker than their partially blind coun-terparts. Hence, ~/(multi-UEQ)~"(multi-CFUEQ). Thus crossing-freeness increases the power of unary multiple equality sets in the framework of least trios, and crossing-free simple Post machines are more powerful than (ordinary crossing) simple Post machines. To the contrary, crossing-freeness does not increase the power of (arbitrary) n-fold equality sets accordingly. This follows from results in Brandenburg (1980) where it has been shown that the least trio containing all n-fold equality sets is equal to the least trio containing all crossing-free n-fold equality sets. This parallels the situation between the one-sided and two-sided Dyck sets over at least two pairs of symbols.
Moreover, ~'(multi-CFUEQ) equals the family of Petri net languages (see Greibach, 1978, and Jantzen, 1979) . Hence, the emptiness problem for JZ/(multi-CFUEQ) is equivalent to the reachability problem for vector addition systems (see Greibach, 1978) , and equivalent to the problem whether L C3 R = 0, where L is a crossing-free unary multiple equality set and R is a regular set. This problem is at least exponential space hard (see Garey and Johnson, 1979) , whereas the related problem for unary multiple equality sets is solvable in polynomial time. This demonstrates the power of the crossing-freeness.
Unlike the situation for blind multicounter machines, for partially blind multicounter machines, linear time is more powerful than real time. This observation is due to Greibach (1978) . Hence, the least trio containing all crossing-free unary multiple equality sets is not closed under (linear-erasing) homomorphism, and thus is not a full trio. It is evident, that partially blind multicounter machines operating in linear time are equivalent to crossing-free simple multihead Post machines operating in linear time, and they are equivalent to crossing-free simple multihead automata. The latter always operate in linear time.
Inoue et al. (1979) have shown that sensing simple two-head finite automata are equivalent to arbitrary one-counter machines. This result can be extended to multihead and multitape machines, such that nondeterministic one-way multicounter machines and sensing simple multihead Post machines accept the same class of languages, which under linear time restrictions equals the class of languages accepted by sensing simple multihead automata. Hence, blind and simple, partially blind and crossing-free simple, and arbitrary and sensing simple are associated properties for multicounter machines, multihead Post machines, and multihead automata. Due to this observation there are some results which have been proved at several places, such as the fact that blind multicounter machines are less powerful than multicounter machines, and that there are infinite hierarchies of classes of languages based on the number of heads or tapes.
